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Welcome… 
 

Welcome to the Audit & Governance Committee Bulletin.  
The purpose of this bulletin is to keep Members and officers up to date with local and national issues 
relevant to the Audit & Governance Committee. 
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Update from previous Audit & Governance Committee 
meetings 

 
Changes in the 
Code of Practice 
on local authority 
accounting 

Jonathan Evans of the Corporate Finance team has provided a briefing note on 
changes in the Code of Practice on local authority accounting as requested at the 
meeting of the committee on 9 April. 
 
 

Adult Social Care 
Budget 

On 10 April 2015, the Adult Social Care Committee considered the latest budget 
monitoring position for the Adult Social Care directorate.  The report is attached 
below.   
 
The Minutes of the meeting will be published here on the Council website in due 
course: 
 
http://mycouncil.surreycc.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=143&MId=3630  
 

Schools 
accounting 

At a previous meeting of the Audit & Governance Committee, the Director of Finance 
was asked to look into the process and legal issues which follow schools being 
removed from the council’s accounts and report back.  The following response has 
been provided: 
 
Finance has worked with Legal Services to examine the legal issues surrounding the 
removal of academy schools from the council's balance sheet. The creation of 
academy school status and the conversion of local authority schools to such status 
has the backing of statute. This over rides all other conventions. Converting to 
academy status for a school is the removal of a function from a local authority, and as 
in the case in the past of the police and magistrates courts. In these cases, the assets 
of the function are transferred, but any liabilities relating to past borrowing remain with 
the local authority. 
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Key accounting changes in the Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting 
2014/15 


1.0 Introduction 
Below is a summary of the key accounting changes in the Code of Practice on Local 
Authority Accounting in 2014/15 along with how the change will affect the council and 
what is being done to meet the new requirements. The guidance notes that accompany 
the Code have also been updated to include a new section on schools accounting which 
has led the council to review the accounting treatment for different types of schools on the 
balance sheet.  


 
Changes to the Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting 
 
2.0 Group Accounts  


The 2014/15 Code has adopted a new suite of standards for group account requirements.  
IFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements,  
IFRS 11 Joint Ventures,  
IFRS 12 Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities,  
IAS 27 Separate Financial Statements (as amended in 2011) 
IAS 28 Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures (as amended in 2011).  
 
These introduce the concept on ‘control’ as being the basis for consolidation and provide 
a new single definition of control. The consolidation process itself is unchanged but under 
the new requirements the boundary of a group would have to be assessed to determine 
the extent of control over other bodies and whether consolidation is required.  
 
For SCC in 2014/15 group accounts will be produced for the first time and the accounts of 
the subsidiary companies S E Business Services and Surrey Choice will be consolidated 
with the main council accounts to form a set of financial statements for the Surrey Group. 
Both these companies are 100% owned by the council and are therefore determined to 
be in the control of the council. A review of the interests the council has in other bodies 
will take place during the accounts production process to determine if there are any other 
bodies that meet the definition of control and need to be consolidated.   
 


2.1 Frequency of valuations for Property, Plant & Equipment 
In the 2013/14 Code of Practice CIPFA removed the specification that property should be 
revalued on a five-year rolling basis and instead used the term ‘sufficiently regular’. This 
change was picked up by auditors and some began to question whether valuations done 
four years ago were sufficiently regular. It was not CIPFAs intention to change the 
duration of the valuation rolling programmes and so to clarify the issue in 2014/15 they 
have updated that section of the Code again to state revaluations must be done at 
intervals of no more than five years. However, consideration must be given to ensure that 
the carrying value of assets does not materially differ from the fair value.  
 
The council’s rolling valuation programme groups assets together so similar assets are 
revalued at the same time. For 2014/15 schools in 6 districts are being revalued along 
with PFI care homes. This represents about 23% of the asset portfolio based on the 
values in the 2013/14 accounts. The valuations for 2014/15 have been received from the 
external valuers and the accounting entries are currently being processed. 
 
The assets due to be revalued next year, so had their last formal revaluation four years 
ago as at 31 March 2015, include office buildings, care homes and surplus assets. The 
carrying values of these assets will be assessed to ensure they are not materially 
different from fair value.  







2.2 The Carbon Reduction Commitment Energy Efficiency Scheme – The Code has 
been updated with the accounting requirements for the second phase of the scheme, 
which commenced in April 2014 and runs until March 2019. The council participates in 
the scheme and purchased £0.86m of credits in April 2015. These allowances are 
expected to last for nearly two years. The required accounting entries will be made in the 
2014/15 accounts.  
 


2.3 Presentation of financial statements – The Code has been updated to reflect the 
amendments to IAS 1 in respect of requirements for comparative information and 
clarification regarding the complete list of what should be included in a full set of financial 
statements. All amounts reported in the accounts must now have comparator figures for 
the previous year unless the Code explicitly permits or requires otherwise. Full supporting 
notes are no longer required in situations where the opening position of a comparator 
year (a third balance sheet) is required.  
 
For the 2014/15 accounts a third balance sheet will be required for the change in 
accounting treatment of foundation schools (see paragraph 3.0 below for details). All 
other figures will have comparators where required.  
 


2.4 Firefighters’ Pension Fund – the code includes a clarification that for the determination 
of the net defined liability the term ‘sufficient regularity’ means that formal actuarial 
valuations must take place every four years. For SCC the last full actuarial valuation took 
place as at 31 March 2012 and the next one is scheduled for 31 March 2015.  
 


2.5 Accounting for local government reorganisation and other combinations  
This is the section of code that deals with the accounting requirements for when an 
authority obtains a new function or if authorities were to merge. The section has been 
updated with new definitions and disclosure requirements. This is not applicable for the 
SCC 2014/15 accounts.  
 


2.6 Financial Instruments – The Code has been updated to reflect amendments to IAS 32 
to provide guidance on offsetting financial assets and liabilities, where applicable. The 
financial instruments used by the council are relatively simple and this change is not 
expected to impact on how they are reported in the accounts.  
 


Changes to the Guidance Notes to the Code of Practice   


 
The guidance notes that accompany the code have also been updated. A new section 
entitled ‘Other Accounting Themes’ has been included to provide practitioners with 
specific guidance in particular areas, the main focus for 2014/15 being accounting for 
schools: 
 


3.0 Accounting for schools in local authorities in England and Wales 
CIPFA undertook a comprehensive review of schools accounting and determined that 
under accounting definitions schools are entities under the control of local authorities. 
However, instead of forming part of group accounts they should be consolidated into the 
main council accounts. The Code of Practice Guidance Notes provides information to 
assist local authorities with the consolidation of schools income, expenditure, assets, 
liabilities and reserves in their single entity financial statements.  


 
CIPFA also issued a Local Authority Accounting Panel (LAAP) Bulletin to consider the 
accounting requirements for the land and buildings of different types of schools. CIPFA's 
view after considering the recognition requirements for each type of school is that a 
standard foundation school arrangement would meet the recognition requirements of the 







code for Property, Plant & Equipment and therefore does need to be included on the 
council’s balance sheet. Previously for SCC they have been off balance sheet so the 
Valuation Office Agency (VOA) have been commissioned to provide valuation estimates 
for the 19 foundation schools so they can be moved on balance sheet in 2014/15. 
 
For voluntary aided/controlled schools CIPFA are of the opinion that because theoretically 
the religious body could take away the right of the council to use the asset, a standard 
voluntary aided/controlled arrangement counts as an operating lease type arrangement 
and therefore does not need to be recognised. Previously voluntary aided schools have 
been off balance sheet and voluntary controlled schools have been on based on 
guidance from the Audit Commission at the time.  
 
CIPFA stress that each school arrangement is unique and judgement will need to be 
made on a school by school basis. The Financial Accounting team is currently 
undertaking a comprehensive review of the 96 voluntary aided schools in Surrey and has 
been in dialogue with the various dioceses with schools in Surrey to determine whether or 
not the council has control of the asset under accounting definitions. It is not anticipated 
that any voluntary aided schools will be brought on balance sheet in 2014/15.  
 
The intention of the clarification of CIPFA was not to see schools derecognised from local 
authority balance sheets therefore the voluntary controlled schools will continue to be on 
balance sheet.  
 


3.0 Next steps The audited accounts for 2014/15 are due to be presented at the Audit & 
Governance Committee meeting on 27 July 2015.  


 


For further information please contact Jonathan Evans (jonathan.evans@surreycc.gov.uk 
or 020 8541 8636) 
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Adult Social Care Select Committee         


10th April 2015 
 


 
Adult Social Care Directorate October 2014 Budget Monitoring Report  


 


 
 


Purpose of the report:  Scrutiny of Budgets/Performance Management  


This report provides an opportunity for the Committee to scrutinise the Adult Social Care budget. 
 


 


Introduction: 


 
1. This report: 
 
 provides a high level summary of spend to date and of efficiencies achieved for 2014/15. 
 
 outlines the current monitoring position, updates on progress in delivering the Directorate’s 


savings plans and explains key budget variances. 
 


 sets out in appendices fuller details of the management actions being taken, the effects across 
years of the position shown, and the capital budget.  


 
Highlights: 


 
2. The main highlights in the current monitoring position can be summarised as follows: 
 


 £1.8m overspend projected for ASC in 2014/15 as at the end of February 2015.   This is a 
reduction of £1.4m from the October monitoring position reported to Select Committee in 
December.  The forecast overspend of £1.8m equates to only 0.5% of the total net budget. 
 


 £40.8m of savings are forecast to be achieved, which would be the highest amount of savings 
achieved in any of the last five years.  This represents 97% of the £42m savings target. 
 


 Family, Friends and Community Support programme is continuing to deliver results, with £6.9m 
of savings projected to be achieved this year (£8.1m excluding new Transition care packages). 
 


 Demand for new care packages is increasing at a faster rate than budgeted.  This has led to 
additional pressures of £0.6m this year.  However, demand pressures have slowed in the last 
quarter of the year, which is one of the main reasons for the reduction in the overall forecast 
overspend. 
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Commentary: 


 
3. 2014/15 was highlighted as a challenging year in the budget planning process with a significant 
savings target of £42m plus additional income of £4m to be generated. The Directorate has made 
good progress in many of its savings actions and judges that £38.7m of savings have either been 
achieved or will be achieved without needing further management action. 
 
4. The current year end projection relies on the Directorate implementing £2m of management 
action savings.  A full list of the management actions included in the February projections is 
outlined in Appendix 5. 
 
5. The most significant element of ASC’s savings plans in 2014/15 has been the Family, Friends 
and Community (FFC) support strategy. There are three key measures through which the service 
has planned to achieve the FFC savings.  Firstly through an improved assessment process for 
individuals requiring new care packages, supported by a recalibration of the Resource Allocation 
System (RAS) which was implemented in mid-May.  The second element is a programme of re-
assessments of existing packages to ensure that FFC is fully incorporated into their personalised 
support plans.   Locality Teams have drawn up local project plans for the delivery of the re-
assessments. The third element is identification of Direct Payments refunds to ensure that any 
surpluses are reclaimed and the impact of that is factored into the re-assessment programme. 
 
Table 1: Current FFC performance is outlined below: (this includes all clients groups and transition) 
 


FCC Project 
Stream 


Saving 
Target  
£'000 


 
Achieved 
to date 
April - 


February 
£'000 


Savings 
Forecast 
March 
£'000 


Total 
Latest 


Forecast 
£'000 


Current 
Year 


Variance 
£’000 


Full 
Year 


Target 
£’000 


Full 
Year 


Effect 
£'000 


Full Year 
Variance 
£’000 


FFC DP Surplus -3,000 -4,959 -341 -5,300 -2,300 0 0 0 
Reassessments -6,000 -2,393 -36 -2,428 +3,571 -6,000 -5,925 -75 
New Packages - 
non-Transition 


-3,563 -337 -56 -393 +3,170 -3,563 -1,099 +2,464 


Sub-total 
excluding 
Transition news 


-12,563 -7,689 -433 -8,121 +4,441 -9,563 -7,023 +2,540 


New Packages - 
Transition 


-438 +1,278 -7 +1,271 +1,708 -438 +1,608 +2,045 


Grand Total -13,000 -5,749 -440 -6,851 +6,149 -10,000 -5,416 +4,585 
 
6. Table 1 shows that savings are progressing in all areas other than new Transition care packages 
for individuals who have transferred from Children’s, Schools and Families to Adult Social Care 
during this financial year.  Costs for these individuals are historically volatile and the number of high 
costs cases the service have had to pick up so far this year has led to overall additional costs of 
£1.3m to date.  Excluding new Transition packages, £7.7m of savings have been achieved to 
date and £8.1m are forecast for the year as a whole. 
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7. Although delays in the FFC programme becoming fully operational in the early part of the year 
have meant the overall savings target of £13.3m for the FFC programme is not expected to be 
achieved this year, there is clear evidence that the programme is working – both in terms of 
delivering financial savings and improved outcomes for individuals. 
 
8. The service has focused activity on catching up on the initial delay in fully establishing the 
programme of reassessments and had completed 70% of the originally planned 1,400 
reassessments by the end of February.  As a result the reassessment target of £6m is forecast to 
be achieved on a full year basis.  The average amount saved per reassessment is currently 15%, 
which demonstrates that significant savings are being delivered but that 20% still remains a stretch 
target. 
 
9. Savings on new community care packages have proved harder to achieve.  One issue that is 
likely to have made it particularly difficult to reduce costs by 20% compared with the previous year’s 
community care packages, is the continued successful shift away from residential care. This shift is 
better both for individuals in terms of maintaining their independence and wellbeing and financially 
beneficial as community care packages are on average less expensive than residential care 
placements.  However, it also makes it less likely that it will be possible to reduce community care 
costs by 20% on average overall, as there may be a higher proportion of individuals with more 
complex needs receiving community care. The service is currently reviewing performance this year 
to better inform the delivery of the FFC savings target in 2015/16. 
 
10. Challenges remain in two other areas of planned savings: 
 


 The correct application of Continuing Health Care arrangements is still anticipated to deliver 
£0.2m of savings in the remainder of the year.  Progress is slowly improving in this savings 
stream but challenges remain in delivering the full value of savings projected in the remainder of 
the year. 


 


 The LD PVR plans to secure £1.5m of savings in 2014/15, with a full year effect of £3m.  To date 
£1.2m of savings have been achieved.  The remaining £0.3m savings are largely reliant on the 
agreement of other local authorities to pick up funding for a number of Ordinary Residence cases.  
The Strategic Director is liaising with his DASS colleagues in these authorities and legal services 
are supporting the Directorate in negotiating the funding transfers, but there is a risk that not all of 
the transfers may have been concluded by year end.  Although the impact on this year’s budget 
will be limited if these cases are not resolved, there will be a more substantial impact on next 
year’s budget. 
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Summary of Adult Social Care Forecast 


 £m £m 


ASC MTFP Efficiency Target 
 


(42.0) 


   


Total savings achieved (or not needing further management action) to date*  (38.8) 


Savings forecast in remainder of the year through use of FFC against 
original project plans 


(0.1)  


FFC applied to DP reclaims (0.3)  


Other savings forecast in the remainder of the year and included as 
Management Actions 


(1.6)  


Risk contingency of savings not being achieved 0.1  


Total additional savings forecast through Management Actions  (2.0) 


Total savings forecast 
  


(40.8) 


   


Under / (Over) performance vs MTFP savings target  1.2 


Additional demand pressures  0.6 


Total Projected Over / (Under) spend vs ASC budget  1.8 


 


*A breakdown of the savings identified in the current projections can be found in Appendix 2 


 


Conclusions:  


 
As at the end Ferbuary a 0.5% overspend is projected for Adult Social Care compared to the 
Directorate’s budget for 2014/15. It is important to view the projected overspend in the context of the 
challenges the Directorate faces in managing growing demand pressures and delivering an 
extensive savings programme.  The Directorate is forecast to achieve 97% of its original £42m 
savings target excluding the need to cover additional demand pressures.  Therefore, although a 
small overspend proportionate to the budget is projected, the Directorate is successfully 
implementing a wide range of actions to contain the position to this level. 
 


Recommendations: 


 
It is recommended that the Committee notes the current position. 
 
Report contact:  
William House 
Finance Manager for Adult Social Care 
01483 518 905 
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Appendix 1- Adult Social Care Budget by Key Policy Area 
 


  


YTD  
Budget 


Year to 
Date 


Actual 


YTD 
Variance 


Full Year 
Budget 


Remaining 
Forecast 


Outturn 
Forecast 


Forecast 
Variance 


  


Previous 
Month 


Variance 


Change 
From 
Last 


Month 


  £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000   £'000 £'000 


Income                     


UK Government Grants (215) (520) (305) (235) (18) (539) (304)   (294) (10) 


Other Bodies Grants (16,783) (16,922) (139) (18,309) (1,553) (18,475) (166)   (166) (1) 


Fees & Charges (38,418) (39,101) (684) (41,907) (3,419) (42,520) (613)   (712) 99  


Joint Working Income (7,963) (7,485) 478  (8,687) (625) (8,110) 577    251  326  
Joint Funded Care Package 
Income (1,690) (2,088) (399) (1,843) (142) (2,231) (387)   (447) 60  
Reimbursements & recovery of 
costs (2,674) (2,488) 187  (2,910) (328) (2,816) 95    367  (272) 


Property Income 0  0  0  0  0  0  0    0  0  


Income (67,744) (68,605) (861) (73,892) (6,086) (74,691) (799)   (1,001) 203  


                      


Expenditure                     


Older People 146,156  149,413  3,257  159,747  13,680  163,094  3,347    4,132  (786) 


Physical Disabilities 43,895  42,754  (1,142) 48,030  4,328  47,082  (948)   (915) (33) 


Learning Disabilities 117,758  120,155  2,397  130,117  11,924  132,079  1,962    2,590  (628) 


Mental Health 8,043  8,080  37  8,797  686  8,766  (31)   25  (56) 


Other Expenditure 63,480  62,856  (624) 69,220  4,627  67,483  (1,737)   (1,535) (202) 


Expenditure 379,332  383,257  3,925  415,910  35,246  418,503  2,593    4,297  (1,705) 


                      


                      


Net Position 311,589  314,653  3,064  342,019  29,160  343,813  1,794    3,296  (1,502) 
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Appendix 2 – Adult Social Care Budget by Subjective Type 


           


  


YTD  
Budget 


Year to 
Date 


Actual 


YTD 
Variance 


Full Year 
Budget 


Remaining 
Forecast 


Outturn 
Forecast 


Forecast 
Variance 


  


Previous 
Month 


Variance 


Change 
From 
Last 


Month 


  £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000   £'000 £'000 


                      


Income                     


Local Taxation 0  0  0  0  0  0  0    0  0  


Government Grants (215) (520) (305) (235) (18) (539) (304)   (294) (10) 


Other Income (67,528) (68,084) (556) (73,657) (6,067) (74,152) (495)   (707) 213  


Income (67,744) (68,605) (861) (73,892) (6,086) (74,691) (799)   (1,001) 203  


                      


Expenditure                     


Staffing 62,003  60,917  (1,085) 67,639  4,019  64,937  (2,703)   (2,723) 20  


Non Staffing 317,330  322,340  5,010  348,271  31,227  353,567  5,296    7,020  (1,724) 


School Expenditure 0  0  0  0  0  0  0    0  0  


Expenditure 379,332  383,257  3,925  415,910  35,246  418,503  2,593    4,297  (1,705) 


                      


                      


Net expenditure 311,589  314,653  3,064  342,019  29,160  343,813  1,794    3,296  (1,502) 
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Appendix 3 – Summary of Adult Social Care Efficiencies 


Graph 1: 2014/15 Progress on Efficiencies    Graph 2: Impact of 2014/15 Efficiencies on Future Years 


  
 
The Directorate has already achieved savings of £21.1m this year.  A further £21.9m is on target to be achieved by year-end with no difficulties 
anticipated, and largely without further action being required.  Additionally £1.2m of savings of one-off savings are on track to be achieved, but 
will need to be replaced with new savings in next year’s budget.  Management actions will be necessary to deliver the remaining £0.3m of 
savings judged to be amber.
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Appendix 4 – Adult Social Care Capital Programme 
 


  


Revised  
Full Year 
Budget 


YTD 
Actual 


  
Remaining 
Forecast 


Full Year  
Forecast 


Full Year 
Variance 


Carry 
Forward 
Request 


  £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 


Significant Schemes           
 


            
 


Major Adaptations 800 376 198 574 -226 


 


D&B developments - wellbeing 
centres 160 -25 0 -25 -185 110 
In-house capital improvement 
schemes 325 160 26 186 -139 89 


User led organisational hubs 100 10 0 10 -90 90 


NHS Campus Reprovision 0 -5 0 -5 -5 0 


Autism Fund 19 0 19 19 0 0 


Total 1,404 516 242 758 -645 
 


289 


 
Carry Forward Requests: 


1.  D&B Developments Wellbeing Centres – £110k due to delay in the set up of Waverley and Reigate & Banstead Wellbeing centres. 


2.  In-House capital improvements - £89k delays in 3 project areas: sluices, nurse call systems and Hawthorn remodelling  


3.  User Led Hubs - £90k due to delays in the hub programme with approved commitments moving into 2015/16 
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Appendix 5 – Adult Social Care Management Action Plans 
 


£m Management Action 


 


Family, Friends and Community support (FFC) savings 


(0.1) Savings through the application of FFC against the original project plans. 


(0.3) Effective level of FFC on DP reclaims. £(5.0)m already achieved to date 


(0.4)  


  


Other forecast efficiency savings in the remainder of 2014/15 


 


(0.016) 
S256 Attrition - £2.1m of attrition savings achieved to date, a further £0.016m 
savings are anticipated in the remainder of 2014/15 


(0.3) 
The on-going implementation of the LD PVR team project plan is expected to 
deliver £(1.5)m of savings which is £(0.5)m  over target.  £1.2m has already 
been achieved with a further £(0.3)m forecast in the remainder of the year. 


(0.2) 


Total CHC savings for 2014/15 currently projected to be £1.2m.  This represents 
an underachievement of £1.3m against the MTFP target and is reflective of the 
challenges posed by the new processes introduced by Surrey Downs CCG and 
the number of previously health funded cases ASC is having to pick up funding 
for.   


(0.9) 
Over-projection due to breaks in care packages - based on trends of previous 
years and current activity for Home Based Care and Supported Living services.   


(0.3) 
Over-projection due to reduction in call-offs - based on trends of previous years 
and current activity. 


 (1.7) 
 


 


0.1 
Risk Contingency - this takes a prudent view of the volatility of care demand, 
potential impact of market forces and current level and challenges faced in 
delivering the service’s management action plans. 


(2.0) Total Management Action Plans included in projections 
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Appendix 6 – Savings identified in current projections 
 


£m Saving 


(1.5) 
Family, Friends & Community Support reassessments & new 
packages savings 


(5.0) FFC applied to Direct Payments reclaims 


(6.5)   Total FFC related savings achieved to date 


 
(6.9)  


 
Staffing related savings 


(6.3)  Constrain inflation for individually commissioned services 


(4.2)  Block contracts & Grants  


(4.0) Forecast AIS over-projection 


(2.1)  Attrition savings for Former S256 clients 


(1.7) Strategic Supplier Review 


(1.5)  Housing Related Support 


(1.3) Protection of Social Care through Whole Systems Funding 


(1.2) Learning Disabilities Public Value Review 


(1.1)  Continuing Health Care savings 


(0.6) Care Fees & Charges 


(0.6) Savings through LATC 


(0.3) Optimisation of Transition Pathways 


(0.7)  Other Savings 


(38.7)    
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PAMS progress A briefing on the implementation of PAMS and the updated MAP is to be brought to a 
future meeting of the committee.  An update on progress is attached. 
 
 

Babcock 4S 
reconciliation of 
specific schools’ 
balances  
 

On 9 April 2015, officers were asked to provide a progress update on whether 
Babcock 4S has provided adequate assurance on the reconciliation of specific 
Schools balances within the appropriate timeframes.  The following response has 
been provided by the Chief Internal Auditor: 
 
Finance has confirmed that the balances relating to Period 8 - which at the time of the 
audit had not been fully reconciled - have now been fully certified.  Furthermore, in 
line with Finance requirements Babcock have returned their Period 11 certification 
and Finance expect to receive a return of reconciled codes from Babcock on 30 April 
for the Period 13 return in accordance with their closing guidance. 
 
Period 12 certifications are not required as the balances are constantly moving right 
through to the end of period 13. 
 

Select Committee 
Review of Internal 
Audit Reports 

On 9 April 2015, the Chairman suggested that the process for select committee 
review of Internal Audit reports be modified to reference existing practice by the 
Regulatory Committee Manager to keep a log of select committee reviews which is 
then shared with the Chairman on a regular basis to enable him/her to take a view of 
whether any actions need to be taken.  The amended process is attached below: 
 

 

Local 
Government 
Governance 
Review 2015: All 
Aboard? 

On 9 April 2015, the Chairman discussed a report by Grant Thornton which 
considered the impact of Internal Audit departments on the public sector.  The report 
can be found at the link.  Of particular interest are pages 6-9. 

 

 

Internal Audit update 
 
Current Audits The following audits are currently in progress or at the planning stage: 

 
Community Learning 
School Planning/Admissions 
Local Safeguarding Children Board 
Managed Print Service 
Children's Safeguarding QA Process 
Capital Expenditure Monitoring 
Waste Management and Minimisation 
Transport Coordination Centre - New System 
Consultancy 
Fuel Card - Follow-up Audit 

2015/16 Internal 
Audit Plan 

The 2015/16 Internal Audit Plan was approved by the Audit and Governance 
Committee on 9 April 2015.  The Internal Audit team will discuss the scope and timing 
of specific audit reviews within the plan with relevant senior officers as part of regular 
service liaison meetings. 
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Audit & Governance Bulletin 


Property Asset Management System (PAMS) Update 


Since the last full report to Audit & Governance Committee in May 2014 and subsequent 


November bulletin update, the following actions/events have taken place: 


1. Further development of system functionality 


2. PAMS Audit 


3. Formal close of project with Hampshire County Council 


4. Partnership with East Sussex County Council 


5. Property Performance Team restructure 


Progress: 


1. Further development of system functionality 


 There has been significant progress since the last full report to committee and details of 


this are in the attached table (Appendix A). 


2. PAMS Audit 


There was an audit of PAMS carried out at the end of 2014 with a report produced on 28 


November 2014.  The outcome was “Some Improvement Needed” with one high priority 


recommendation to be actioned. 


The high priority action was “The process for filing paid invoices should be reviewed and 


the production of the payment report by IMT should be made a priority.” Development of 


the report was delayed due to a scheduled SAP change freeze but go live of the report 


is pending based on final testing.  However work has been done with the Accounts 


Payable Team in Shared Services to ensure property invoices can be easily tracked in 


their filing system. 


Other medium and low priority actions have been actioned and a full update on the 


management action plan will be reported to a future committee meeting. 


3. Formal close of project with Hampshire County Council 


 The procurement and implementation of PAMS has been in partnership with Hampshire 


County Council.  The project has been formally concluded but HCC and SCC will remain 


as lead partners for the PAMS SE7 Framework contract which a number of other local 


authorities are now using.  A governance process is being put in place that enables 


development the shared system to be controlled by the lead partners. 


4. Partnership with East Sussex County Council 


 Since the launch of Orbis in April 2015 there has been an opportunity to work more 


closely with East Sussex County Council.  ESCC have procured PAMS from the SE7 


Framework and this has offered up an opportunity for us to work jointly in developing our 


systems and processes.  PAMS will be an enabler of partnership working across the 


Property Service. 







5. Property Performance Team restructure 


 The PAMS project closed on 1st April 2015.  The continual development of PAMS is 
now business as usual.  To reflect this, the team has been restructured around business 
need with strong core PAMS, systems and customer skills at its heart. 


  







         APPENDIX A 
System Functionality 
 


Deliverable Previous Status Current Status 


Property Portal - On-line access 
to property 
information/documents. 


Tested and ready for go-live to 
“Pilot” users (10 schools). 


Live for all schools using SCC 
Property Services 


Request Portal – On line 
access to fault reporting. 


Tested and ready for go-live to 
“Pilot” users (10 schools). 


Live for all schools using SCC 
Property Services 


Education Sufficiency & 
Suitability (inc. Calculation of 
school net capacity 
assessments). 


User acceptance tests 
complete and go-live 
scheduled. 


Live 


Landlord/Tenant Management 
(Managing leases, service 
charges and other agreements 
– payable and receivable). 


User acceptance tests 
complete and go live 
scheduled. 


Live for lease and licence 
management/data 
maintenance– Interface to 
SAP for payments & receipts 
go-live scheduled for July 
2015 


Recording of property 
acquisitions & disposals. 


System developed and ready 
for go-live in mid-June 2014. 


Live 


Storing of building manuals and 
other reference files. 


Tested and ready for go-live 
with Property Portal (listed 
above) 


Live 


Condition Surveys Future development planned Live 


Performance Monitoring and 
Benchmarking 


Performance Monitoring 
enabled for Building 
Maintenance business area. 


Investigating add on 
functionality called “Atrium 
Vision” 


Training Plan In place and underway to cover 
training for all Property staff, 
selected service staff and 
contractors. 


All property staff trained in 
main system modules.  
Required contractors and 
service staff trained – 
continues based on need. 


CAD floor plan integration 
(Interface for spatial data). 


Future development planned. Live 


 





PAMS progress




SELECT COMMITTEE REVIEW OF INTERNAL AUDIT REPORTS – AGREED PROCESS 
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Notes:  The Select Committee is encouraged seek assurance from officers that appropriate and timely 


action is being taken to address the audit recommendations made.  The agreed Management Action Plan 


will be available as part of the Committee papers, but the supporting audit report will not be included with 


the public committee papers.  This will have been previously circulated to committee members. 


 


Internal Audit Report issued 


Circulation list includes: 


 Relevant Select Committee Chairman 


 Relevant Scrutiny Officer 


 Relevant Committee Assistant 


If the audit opinion is Major Improvement Needed or Unsatisfactory, 


and/or if the report includes any High Priority recommendations, the 


covering email will state “This report should be considered for 


inclusion in the xxxx Select Committee work programme” 


 


Does the audit report 


meet criteria for 


Select Committee 


review? 


No 


further 


action 


required 


Democratic Services to take the following action: 


 Forward full audit report and MAP to all members of the 


relevant select committee 


 Discuss timing of scrutiny with the Committee Chairman  


and include on agenda as appropriate 


 Complete covering report and request  Annex A (summary 


of audit findings and recommendations) and Annex B 


(agreed Management Action Plan ) from the Chief Internal 


Auditor  


 Invite relevant officers/auditors to attend the Select 


Committee as agreed with the Chairman 


 Maintain a log of Select Committee review and regularly 


report this to the Chairman of Audit and Governance 


Committee  


  





Select Committee review of Internal Audit reports
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Counter Fraud Work The fraud awareness presentation developed by the Internal Audit team has now 
been presented to more than 480 members of staff in key service areas including 
Children's and Safeguarding Service and Adult Social Care.  Following excellent 
feedback and to meet demand, we are now looking to deliver these presentations to 
larger groups.   
 
As the lead partner, Internal Audit have submitted a progress report to the DCLG on 
the counter fraud fund.  To date the following action has been taken in line with the 
bid: Borough and district partners have appointed investigator resource and have 
been working with Housing Partners to commence work tackling tenancy fraud. Fraud 
awareness training has been commissioned and will be delivered to bid members and 
housing sector partners. A housing sub group has been convened and opened to all 
Surrey boroughs & districts (four were not originally part of the bid) and six housing 
partners. 
 
Investigators are currently investigating over 30 homeless / housing cases and 
borough and district partners are all participating in a data matching exercise 
targeting housing allocation lists. In addition, partners are also already using funding 
to increase resource verifying applications for Housing Register, Homelessness and 
Right to Buy.  A sub group has also been established to consider Business Rates 
avoidance. 

Partnership Working At a meeting of Elmbridge Borough Council's Audit & Standards Committee in March, 
members of that Committee supported a recommendation to progress partnership 
working with SCC for the provision of Internal Audit services including the role of 
Chief Internal Auditor. SCC have agreed to provide audit manager resource to act as 
Head of Internal Audit and auditor resource to help deliver the Elmbridge audit plan. 
Pending agreement of a Memorandum of Understanding the partnership will come 
into effect from 1st July 2015. 
 
Meanwhile Internal Audit management are also exploring opportunities to work more 
closely with Spelthorne Borough Council.  Meetings have been held with the Head of 
Internal Audit at Spelthorne to discuss the possible provision by SCC of some Internal 
Audit resource. Further discussions with the Director of Finance at Spelthorne will 
take place in June. 
 
As part of closer working with East Sussex County Council, the SCC Internal Audit 
Management team will meet in June with counterparts in East Sussex County Council 
to discuss common areas of work and opportunities to share intelligence and best 
practice. On an operational level, the two teams are in regular contact to share best 
practice and discuss emerging risks when planning common audits. 

Staffing News A new agency member of staff, John Edwards has joined the team.  John has 
extensive experience of working in Internal Audit in both the public and private sector 
and is working on audits of Consultancy and Fuel Cards (follow-up). 
 
We are sorry to say farewell to Lyle Lumsden, IMT Auditor, who leaves at the end of 
April to take up a work opportunity outside the council.  Lyle has recently completed 
audits on Telecare and Highways - Safety Defects and Inspections. 
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Further information 
 

Stronger Futures: 
Development of 
The LGPS (Grant 
Thornton) 

February 2015 

Grant Thornton’s national report on the governance in local government pension 
scheme. 

Local Government 
Transparency Code 
2015 

27 February 2015 

This document sets out the minimum data that local authorities should be publishing, 
the frequency it should be published and how it should be published. The 2015 code 
represents the recommended practice but 2014 code is still legally in force. 

Councils unable to 
fund Care Act 
duties, suggests 
survey 

5 March 2015 

A survey of adult social care directors, conducted by Independent Age and the MJ, 
revealed that not one council said it had sufficient funding to implement the Care Act 
what it comes into force next month. 

Audit Planning 

11 March 2015 

Auditing at the speed of risk requires continuous assessment by formal methods as 
well as through networking with stakeholders, all while scanning the horizon, says 
Richard F Chambers. 

Continued cuts 
could put councils 
in court, Mets 
leader warns 

16 March 2015 

 

A senior council leader has warned that local authorities will face legal challenges 
over failure to provide statutory services during the next parliament if funding cuts 
persist 

Joining and Audit 
Committee 

17 March 2015 

Are heads of internal audit ideal candidates to become audit committee chairs? Article 
sharing experiences of internal auditors who have taken on this role. 

Better reporting and 
scrutiny needed for 
council borrowing 

19 March 2015 

A new Accounts Commission report says councils in Scotland need to make better 
use of information to clearly set out the impact of borrowing in the longer term to help 
councillors make informed decisions and undertake their scrutiny roles. Councils are 
following the principles of the relevant codes of practice in demonstrating short term 
affordability, but they are not always highlighting the strategic importance of borrowing 
and treasury management or providing evidence of long-term affordability and 
sustainability. 

Scrutiny needs to be improved through better training for councillors, cutting out jargon 
to make reports clearer, and ensuring governance arrangements are solid. 

Data sharing for the 
prevention of fraud: 
code of practice 

23 March 2015 

This code of practice is for public authorities who want to share information to help 
prevent fraud. It makes sure that information is shared safely, protecting individuals’ 
rights and the security of the data. 

Understanding local 
cyber resilience: a 
guide for local 
government on cyber 
threats 

24 March 2015 
 

The Cabinet Office and Department for Communities and Local Government have 
developed this guide setting out the nature of specific cyber threats to local 
government.  

It also suggests the steps that local authorities can take to mitigate the risks. 
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Survey of public 
attitudes towards 
conduct in public 
life 2014 

25 March 2015 

On the whole respondents had a fairly negative views about the standards of conduct 
of people in public life: few respondents thought the standards of conduct of those in 
people life were high, more respondents thought standards had got worse in recent 
years, and most respondents were not confident that the authorities are committed to 
upholding standards in public life or that wrongdoing would be uncovered or punished 
by the authorities. 

County devolution: 
Our plan for 
Government 2015-
20 

26 March 2015 

According to this report, devolution to local areas could boost productivity and 
safeguard economic growth. CCN Chairman David Hodge said England's counties 
were key to the nation's economic recovery and must not be overlooked amid 
devolution deals for cities. 

Two councils 
launch legal action 
over lack of Care 
Act funding 

27 March 2015 

West Berkshire and Wokingham Council have launched a legal challenge against the 
government for failing to fully fund the care act. This judicial review will claim that the 
government process which resulted in the inadequate funding is unlawful 

Councils gain 
power to dismiss 
senior officers 
through vote 

27 March 2015 

The government has passed new legislation that will allow senior officers in local 
authorities to be dismissed by a vote of the full council. 

Code of Audit 
Practice 

April 2015 

The National Audit Office (NAO) has published the Code of Audit Practice. The Code 
sets out what local auditors are required to do to fulfil their statutory responsibilities 
under the Local Audit and Accountability Act. The NAO has also published Auditor 
Guidance Notes. The aim of these is to support auditors in their work and facilitate 
consistency of approach between auditors of the same types of entity. 

 

 

Bradford 
regeneration chief 
jailed for £25,000 
fraud 

10 April 2015 
 

The 36-year-old, on £42,000 salary, fabricated invoices and pressured contractors, 
and even a co-worker, to help him use the money for his personal needs. 

Free school trio in 
court to face fraud 
charges. 

10 April 2015 
 

The founder and former principal of a flagship free school in Bradford and two former 
staff members have appeared in court charged with fraud. 

Stolen data reaches 
five continents and 
22 countries in 12 
days on the Dark 
Web 

14 April 2015 

 

Bitglass embarked on a mission to answer the question "where is your data?" by 
using its data tracking technologies to find out how quickly stolen data is 
disseminated across the globe on the Dark Web. 
 
The report concluded that "there is no limit" to how far sensitive data will travel once it 
has been stolen. 
  
"Although the level of access after just 12 days was extraordinary; imagine how much 
further the data would spread in 205 days - which is the average time it takes for 
enterprises to detect a corporate data breach," it said. 
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Council fraud 
crackdown sees 
five children lose 
school place offers  

14 April 2015 
 

Five children had their school places withdrawn after a new team of council 
investigators discovered the parents had lied about where they live to get into their 
favoured school catchment area. 

 
Issue 16 of the CIPFA Better Governance Forum’s Audit Committee Update has been placed on the S-Net 
library under Audit & Governance Committee – Induction Materials.  This issue looks at what makes a good 
Audit Committee Chairman and governance developments in 2015. 
 
 

Updates from other Committees 
 
Listed below are a number of committee reports that may be of interest to the Committee, as they cross 
into the Committee’s remit or they relate to matters recently discussed at Audit & Governance Committee, 
or that the Committee have shown an interest in: 

 

Cabinet At its meeting on 24 March 2015, the Cabinet considered the following reports: 

 Medium Term Financial Plan 2015-2020 

 Finance and Budget Monitoring Report for February 2015 
 
At its meeting on 28 April 2015, the Cabinet considered the following reports: 

 Year End Financial Budget Outturn 2014/15 

 Leadership Risk Register 
 

Adult Social Care 
Select Committee 

At its meeting on 10 April 2015, the Adult Social Care Select Committee considered 
the following reports: 

 Recruitment and retention and workforce strategy update 

 Care Act Implementation 

 Adult Social Care Directorate Budget Monitoring Report 
 

Council Overview 
& Scrutiny 
Committee 

At its meeting on 23 April 2015, the Council Overview and Scrutiny Committee 
considered the following reports: 

 Shareholder Board 

 Internal Audit – Apprenticeship Scheme Management Action Plan Update 

 Future Governance of Basingstoke Canal Task Group 

 Budget Monitoring Report 
 

Environment & 
Transport Select 
Committee  

At its meeting on 23 April 2015, the Environment & Transport Select Committee 
considered the following reports: 

 Select Committee Task & Finish Group Scoping Document: Future 
Governance of the Basingstoke Canal 
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The next meeting of the Audit & Governance Committee is on 28 May 2015.  The following items are on the 
agenda: 
 

 2015-16 external audit fee letter 

 Completed Internal Audit Reports 

 Annual Internal Audit Report 

 Full Year Summary of Internal Audit Irregularity and Special Investigations 

 Annual Risk Management Report 

 Code of Corporate Governance 

 Annual Governance Statement 

 Treasury Management Annual Report 

 IMT Projects 

 Whistle blowing update 

 Property Asset Management System: Update 

 

 

Committee Contacts 
 

Nick Harrison - Committee Chairman (outgoing) 
Phone: 01737 215405 
nicholas.harrison@surreycc.gov.uk 

 
Cheryl Hardman – Committee Manager 
Phone: 020 8541 9075 
cherylh@surreycc.gov.uk  
 

Upcoming 
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